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Fenn, now aboard the battleship, hears crackling gunfire from the
watchtowers. The team fears the worst until they find the bulletproof
soldiers who greeted them at the docks.Jim trails the soldiers and, after
seeing them steal a landing craft, they head back to the base. The team
boards the landing craft and get to the base, where Fenn talks the
soldiers into surrendering. The crew retrieves a cache of Plasma Rockets
from the base, and as a result, the Ironclads destroy the battleship.Jim
and Fenn return to the Royal Navy to deliver the Plasma Rockets to
Admiral Amelia.Jim and Fenn board Amelia's battleship, where they are
greeted by the Admiral and her officers. Jim and Fenn discover that the
base the soldiers came from was a false base that lured them onto the
Battleship, rather than a true base. Amelia explains that the presence of
the Plasma Rockets indicates that the Admiralty is assisting the
Procyons.After the crew delivers the Plasma Rockets to Amelia, she
responds by destroying the base and the fake base. The team returns to
the base, where they recover the Procyon's truce beacon. Amelia and the
crew are reunited with Jim's father, King Leon, and his mother, Queen
Amelia.Amelia learns from Jim that she was responsible for Silver's death
and Jim's capture. Amelia understands why Jim felt the need to fight
against the Procyons, and she, along with the crew, accompanies Jim and
the Army.The team arrives at Buckingham Palace, where they are met by
the now-freed Emperor of the Procyons. Emperor is very grateful to Jim,
having felt ashamed for causing Jim's imprisonment.Emperor grants Jim a
request for aid and hands the Triforce of Courage to Jim. It is revealed
that the battle was only a distraction so that Emperor could obtain the
Triforce in order to impress the Procyons.The team is taken to a Procyon
battlefield, where Emperor explains to Jim and Fenn that he had a dream
about a Procyon princess. While asleep, the Princess transformed into the
Prime Minister of the Procyons, and the Procyon's golden city of
Midgard.The team follows Emperor to Midgard, where Jim chooses to stay
behind.Jim listens to Emperor's speech about his dream, and learns that
Midgard is in chaos due to the Procyons' inherent corruption.After the
speech, Jim asks Emperor to give the Triforce to Jim, but Emperor explains
that a higher authority has to give it to Jim.After the Emperor leaves, Jim
learns that his mother gave Emperor the right to bear the title emperor
when he became a Procyon.After Jim and Fenn leave, Emperor is attacked
by a Catto from Midgard, who tells him that Procyon Prime Ministers have
no authority in Midgard.Emperor tries to fight back but is killed by a Catto.
Jim and Fenn return to England and board the Royal Navy battleship. As
they leave, Jim is devastated to learn that Fenn died after an attack by
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Catto.Emperor's last words are "That person should know where the
Triforce is."
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the author of this story is karina. i am a big fan of "treasure planet." as i
watched the movie, i was inspired to write this story. it has a lot of fun,

pirate-like characters that will have you laughing. the characters are very
well-developed and are very witty. jim hawkins is a favorite character of
mine in this story. he is a very brave, smart, and funny character. it's like
he is always ready for a fight. i hope you enjoy this story as much as i did!
although alopex princesses do not usually have the opportunity to come

into contact with the republic soldiers, the princesses are not entirely
ignorant of the republic's methods of warfare. following the battle of
parliament and the treaty, freyja was aware that the republic may

attempt to "cull" the alopex population. with her twin brother missing in
action, freyja began to suspect that the procyon were behind his

disappearance. princess freyja has a penchant for exploring the etherium
forces, working to uncover the facts behind the treaty of peace and the

destruction of the alopex expanse. often the only person trusted with such
information, princess freyja considers herself the only one capable of

forging the evidence needed to prove that the procyon are not a
trustworthy ally. her most important tool in discovering the truth is the
forbidden black and white holographic data vid-projector. while most
alopex nobles believe the data vid-projector to be a modern form of

magic, princess freyja has learned it is in fact technology that is hundreds
of years old. arvik rebane (twin brother) aliases arvik warrior of the alopex
brother of freyja rebane (twin sister) relatives freyja rebane (twin sister)
alopex house rebane (twin brother) affiliation procyon expanse (former)
house rebane alopex expanse biographical information marital status

married to freyja rebane (twin sister) [12 atp] date of birth 24 btp place of
birth niflheim occupation warrior of the alopex commander of the alopex

military empress of the alopex [12 atp] physical description species
alopex gender male height 6' 2 skin colour white hair colour white eye

colour purple prince arvik rebane (twin brother) is an alopex warrior and
the twin brother of princess freyja rebane. he is one of the sole heirs to
the house rebane, as his twin sister freyja is the heir to house rebane.
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